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As commercial and compliance requirements rise, there is increasing 

demand for current and historical vessel data, but users must balance 

outlay on technology, storage and integration against the need for 

streamlined data when choosing a solution.

exactAIS Geospatial Web Services™ (GWS) allows users to receive AIS 

data on-demand for rapid display in geospatial systems, making vessel 

information available on request without the need for additional platform 

purchases.

GWS leverages the exactAIS service, the world’s most complete network 

of global ship tracking information and data provider of choice to vessel 

operators and platform providers for tracking, monitoring and information 

services.

While AIS data provides key vessel tracking details such as position, course 

and speed, an important distinction of GWS is that it combines the real-time, 

individual messages received for a vessel and automatically converts them into 

a geospatial, vessel-centric model of individual ship movements over time.

Those visual and temporal tracks can then be viewed on a map and retrieved 

on demand. This provides targeted vessel tracking data presented how and 

when users want it, without the need for sophisticated databases or maritime 

analytical systems.

Interoperability can often be a bottleneck to data integration, hampering the 

display of new data sources; putting data to work requires fast and efficient 

integration of messages to provide users and customers with the fastest and 

most accurate information available.

By focusing on interoperability, exactAIS can integrate GWS data with other 

geospatial datasets dynamically, without the need for custom programming, 

creating powerful analytical tools.

The result is faster processing, consumption and display of raw AIS, simplifying 

operations and requiring no additional training.

GWS can be implemented into many existing platforms such as the ESRI 

framework or into ArcGIS Earth, putting dynamic vessel information at users’ 

fingertips, enabling them to access exactAIS data on demand.
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